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A phylogeny for the African Restionaceae and new perspectives
on morphology's role in generating complete species phylogenies
for large clades
Abstract
Difficulties with obtaining complete species-level phylogenies include (1) the accurate identification
and sampling of species, (2) obtaining a complete species sampling, and (3) resolving relationships
among closely related species.We addressed these in a study of 317 species and subspecies of the
African Restionaceae. Accurate species identification and collection in the field was facilitated by a
morphology-based interactive key to all species. Despite intensive fieldwork, however, material for
DNA extraction could not be obtained for 20 of the 292 species of the focal Restio subclade.
Furthermore, the 6831 aligned nucleotides and 1685 parsimonyinformative sequence characters were
insufficient to resolve relationships fully within the clade. A simulation indicated that an additional
5000-7000 bases may have been needed to achieve supported resolution in the neighborhood of
95%-100%. Instead of further sequencing, we investigated the phylogenetic utility of the large set of
characters contained within the interactive key data set, exploiting recent advances in parsimony and
Bayesian programs that allow multistate and supermultistate (including continuous for parsimony)
morphological characters. On doing so, parsimony resolution increased 17% to nearly 100%, and overall
support increased in both parsimony (bootstrap) and Bayesian (posterior probability) frameworks. Taxa
for which DNA data were lacking could be placed in fully resolved positions. Experiments using the
parsimony ratchet indicated that placement of these morphology-only taxa may have been completely
accurate 30% of the time, to within three nodes of accuracy 60% of time, and accurate to genus 96% of
the time. Accurate placement of morphology-only taxa through Bayesian analysis may require extensive
effort devoted toward exploring tree and parameter space. We conclude that the increasingly available
large morphological data sets associated with interactive keys or informatics initiatives represent
convenient yet potentially powerful tools in overcoming many of the commonly encountered obstacles
in molecular-based species-level phylogenetics.
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Difficulties with obtaining complete species-level phylogenies include (1) the accurate identification and
sampling of species, (2) obtaining a complete species sampling, and (3) resolving relationships among closely
related species. We addressed these in a study of 317 species and subspecies of the African Restionaceae. Accurate
species identification and collection in the field was facilitated by a morphology-based interactive key to all
species. Despite intensive fieldwork, however, material for DNA extraction could not be obtained for 20 of the
292 species of the focal Restio subclade. Furthermore, the 6831 aligned nucleotides and 1685 parsimony-
informative sequence characters were insufficient to resolve relationships fully within the clade. A simulation
indicated that an additional 5000–7000 bases may have been needed to achieve supported resolution in the
neighborhood of 95%–100%. Instead of further sequencing, we investigated the phylogenetic utility of the large
set of characters contained within the interactive key data set, exploiting recent advances in parsimony and
Bayesian programs that allow multistate and supermultistate (including continuous for parsimony) morpholog-
ical characters. On doing so, parsimony resolution increased 17% to nearly 100%, and overall support increased
in both parsimony (bootstrap) and Bayesian (posterior probability) frameworks. Taxa for which DNA data were
lacking could be placed in fully resolved positions. Experiments using the parsimony ratchet indicated that
placement of these morphology-only taxa may have been completely accurate 30% of the time, to within three
nodes of accuracy 60% of time, and accurate to genus 96% of the time. Accurate placement of morphology-only
taxa through Bayesian analysis may require extensive effort devoted toward exploring tree and parameter space.
We conclude that the increasingly available large morphological data sets associated with interactive keys or
informatics initiatives represent convenient yet potentially powerful tools in overcoming many of the commonly
encountered obstacles in molecular-based species-level phylogenetics.
Keywords: African Restionaceae, Bayesian, Cape floristic region, continuous characters, interactive keys,
morphological characters, simultaneous analysis.
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Introduction
Species-level (i.e., complete and resolved) phylogenies are
needed for the rigorous execution of many taxonomic/evolu-
tionary investigations, among which are the circumscription
of taxa, assessment of variation in speciation rates, detailed
historical biogeographical studies, ancestor reconstruction, and
the testing of adaptational hypotheses (e.g., Guyer and Slowin-
ski 1993; Nee and Barraclough 1996; Barraclough et al. 1998;
Barraclough and Nee 2001; Nee 2001; Salisbury and Kim
2001; Zwickl and Hillis 2002; Linder et al. 2003, 2005). How-
ever, species-level phylogenetics is often hindered by problems
associated with (1) the accurate identification of species such
that the terminals in the resulting cladograms are accurately
labeled, (2) the collection of suitable DNA material for every
relevant species, and (3) the detection of sufficient sequence var-
iation to resolve relationships among closely related species.
These problems are particularly acute in studies of large spe-
cies radiations (Nyffeler 2002; Bateman et al. 2003; Salz-
burger and Meyer 2004) because of the large number of closely
related species and potentially short (i.e., difficult to resolve)
branch lengths. Ironically, it is in such difficult groups where
many of the questions that require species-level phylogenies have
been applied, since these groups are seen by many as models
for understanding the diversification process itself.
We searched for solutions to these problems in a study of
the African Restionaceae (i.e., Cape reeds). This is the third-
largest clade (350 species; Linder 2003) and an ecologically dom-
inant component (Taylor 1978) of the species-rich Cape flora
of southern Africa. Although the African Restionaceae are
taxonomically well known (Pillans 1942, 1945, 1952; Linder
1985, 1986, 1991; Linder et al. 1998) and a large descriptive
morphological and ecological database is currently available in
the form of an interactive key (Linder 2004), the remaining
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impediment to an understanding of the origins, patterns, rates
of diversification, and generic limits within the clade had been
the lack of a species-level phylogenetic hypothesis. The approach
taken here was necessarily integrative, combining a large mo-
lecular data set with 138 categorical characters and 15 contin-
uous (quantitative measurement) characters from the DELTA
(Dallwitz et al. 1993) database on which the interactive key
to species is based. This set of characters is especially hetero-
geneous and required the use of recently developed programs
capable of accommodating continuous and multistate charac-
ters (Goloboff et al. 2003; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003;
Pagel and Meade 2004). Although discussion over the role of
morphological data in phylogenetics may seem passe´, we pur-
sue this further here in the following novel contexts: (1) the
rapidly growing interest in the development of electronic spe-
cies databases and interactive keys is fueling the compilation
of large morphological data sets that might also be employed
for phylogenetic study with little additional effort; (2) that mor-
phological data sets designed to distinguish between closely
related species are, ipso facto, potentially useful (i.e., variable
or informative) in the realm of species-level phylogenetics; and
(3) increasingly sophisticated parsimony and model-based phy-
logenetic methods, particularly for the treatment of multistate
and supermultistate (including continuous) characters, justify
a reconsideration of such issues. Below is an evaluation of this
integrative approach to species-level phylogenies, along with
conclusions regarding relationships within the African Restiona-
ceae and, in particular, the large Restio subclade based on a
complete species-level sampling.
Material and Methods
DNA Sequencing
Total DNA extractions, PCR amplifications, and sequencing
reactions were performed as per Hardy and Linder (2005).
Sequences were generated for the plastid regions spanning
the trnL-trnF intron and intergenic spacer, rbcL and the
atpB-rbcL intergenic spacer, and matK plus the flanking trnK
intron (Hardy and Linder 2005). All DNA sequences were ob-
tained from silica gel–dried culms of freshly collected speci-
mens. For the focal Restio clade, freshly collected specimens
were unavailable for 20 of the 292 species or subspecies (ta-
ble 1), and attempts to sample these from herbarium speci-
mens failed to yield DNA of suitable quality for sequencing.
Contigs were constructed in Sequencher and FASTA format
text files were created for each locus (trnL-trnF, atpB-rbcL, and
matK-trnK) with the taxa ordered alphabetically. Alignments
were then performed separately for each locus and genus us-
ing the default multiple alignment parameters in CLUSTAL
X (Thompson et al. 1997), followed by adjustment by eye.
(Previous attempts at simultaneous alignments for all 297 spe-
cies did not produce satisfactory alignments in reasonable amounts
of time.) These aligned generic matrices were then aligned in
succession to one another using the default profile alignment
parameters in CLUSTAL X, followed by adjustment by eye.
The complete set of aligned sequences was then assembled
into a single matrix in WINCLADA (Nixon 2002). Of 6831
aligned bases, 1512 are parsimony informative. Additionally,
173 indels were coded at the end of the matrix using simple
indel coding (Simmons and Ochoterena 2000) implemented in
GAPCODER (Young and Healy 2001). Indels from homopoly-
mer regions, as well as those of a single nucleotide in length, were
not coded.
Morphological Characters
One-hundred and fifty-three morphological and anatomical
characters (app. A in the online edition of the International
Journal of Plant Sciences) were extracted from a DELTA da-
tabase compiled by H. P. Linder on the basis of dried herbarium
specimens housed in the Bolus Herbarium. This was supple-
mented by field observations by the authors, especially of at-
tributes not readily determined from herbarium specimens (i.e.,
growth forms, sizes of plants, and the morphology of roots
and rhizomes). The primary criterion in the circumscription
of the characters was similarity in appearance to facilitate
identification. However, where additional information on ho-
mologies was available, this was used sometimes as a second
series of ‘‘homologous’’ characters (e.g., carpel number; Ronse
De Craene et al. 2002). This information is available online
in INTKEY format (Linder 2004). Anatomical data were ob-
tained from 15–25-micron transverse sections of culms, mostly
prepared by softening the culms in boiling water before sec-
tioning. The sections were stained and mounted permanently
and housed at the Institute for Systematic Botany, University
of Zurich. The two species of Australian Restionaceae used
as outgroups were scored on the basis of studies by Briggs
and Johnson (1999) and Linder et al. (2000). Of these char-
acters, 138 were scored categorically and combined with the
DNA matrix in WINCLADA. An additional 15 morphomet-
ric characters were appended as ln-transformed ranges in a
text editor in accordance with TNT format (Goloboff et al.
2003). This and other matrices reported below were depos-
ited at http://www.treebase.org (SN3135–13244).
Table 1
Species or Subspecies Lacking DNA Data
Species
Calopsis sparsa
Elegia altigenaa
Elegia fastigiataa
Elegia marlothiia
Ischyrolepis affinis
Ischyrolepis fraterna
Ischyrolepis fuscidula
Ischyrolepis gaudichauldiana var. gaudichauldiana
Ischyrolepis helenae
Ischyrolepis saxatilis
Ischyrolepis tenuis
Restio mahonii ssp. humbertii
Restio montanus
Restio quartziticola
Restio rupicola
Restio scaber
Restio singularis
Restio stereocaulis
Thamnochortus amoena
Thamnochortus ellipticusa
a Of questionable species status.
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264-, 297-, and 317-Taxon Matrix Construction
Three data matrices of 264, 297, and 317 species and sub-
species of Restionaceae were assembled. The 297-taxon set in-
cludes those species and subspecies for which sequences of
two or more of the three loci could be obtained. This included
272 of the 292 members of the Restio clade (referred to else-
where also as the ‘‘seeded clade’’; Eldena¨s and Linder 2000;
Linder et al. 2003). Additionally, 23 of the 61 species of the
Willdenowia clade (Linder et al. 2003) were also sequenced as
outgroup taxa, and the entire tree was rooted with two species
of Australian Restionaceae on the basis of previous family-wide
studies (Briggs et al. 2000; Linder et al. 2003). We consider
this to be our baseline taxon set, and four matrices were de-
rived from it: (1) DNA characters data only, (2) morphology
characters only, (3) combined DNA plus categorical morpho-
logical characters, and (4) combined DNA plus all morpho-
logical (including continuous) characters. Analysis of each of
these matrices allowed for the evaluation of congruence be-
tween the DNA and morphological character sets as well as the
relative contributions of categorical and continuous classes of
morphological characters.
The 264-taxon set consists of the set of 264 terminals com-
plete for each of the three loci. It is a precise subset of the
297-taxon set and includes 237 Restio clade terminals, 18
Willdenowia clade terminals, plus the two Australian outgroup
terminals. This selection enabled the creation of three parallel
data sets (one for each locus) with which congruence among
the molecular data could be evaluated without the confound-
ing effects of unequal taxon sampling, missing data, and the
potential consequent loss of resolution that might mask any
conflict.
The 317-taxon set includes all of the members of the 297-
taxon set plus the remaining 18 species and two subspecific
Restio clade taxa that could not be located in the field and for
which DNA of suitable quality could not be obtained from
herbarium material (table 1). Thus, these 20 remaining taxa
are included in the 317-taxon matrix on the basis of morpho-
logical data only, and the purpose of this matrix was an at-
tempt at a complete species phylogeny of the Restio clade.
Phylogeny Reconstruction and Clade Support
Parsimony inference. Parsimony cladistic analyses were con-
ducted using the parsimony ratchet (Nixon 1999), as implemented
in TNT (Goloboff et al. 2003). Six consecutive ratchet searches
were performed, with each consisting of 500 iterations. Each
search started with the TNT default of a Wagner tree (Farris
1970) generated using a random addition sequence of the taxa.
Within each search, each of the 500 iterations consisted of al-
ternating perturbation and search phases as follows. (1) All
character weights were set to 1 (or the original weights), a tree
island was reached using tree-bisection-reconnection (TBR)
branch swapping, and a single tree was saved. (2) Then, with
the per-character probability of increasing a character’s weight
set to 0.04 (the TNT default; set in TNT as ‘‘probability of
upweighting ¼ 4’’), character weights were increased by 1 un-
til the default of 10% of the matrix was reweighted. This ef-
fectively warped tree space, and an island in this space was
climbed using TBR branch swapping, holding one tree in mem-
ory. (3) The matrix was again perturbed, this time by down-
weighting (i.e., removing or jackknifing sensu Farris et al. 1996),
with the probability of a character being downweighted set to
0.04 (the TNT default). Having again warped tree space, an
island was found using TBR and a single tree saved. (4) Then
the matrix was returned to normal (all characters to their orig-
inal weights) and TBR performed until an island was reached
and 10 trees from that island were collected. During the itera-
tion’s swapping, rearrangements are accepted if they produce
a tree score equal to or better than the previous tree. After all
six ratchet searches, all equally most-parsimonious trees were
pooled and swapped using TBR up to a total of 10,000 equally
most parsimonious trees. Parsimony clade support was assessed
using the strict-consensus bootstrap method (Soreng and Davis
1998), employing 500 bootstrap replicates each of three con-
secutive ratchet runs of 200 cycles each, holding 1 tree per cycle.
Bayesian inference. Bayesian analyses were conducted in
MRBAYES (ver. 3.1.2; Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003).
MRBAYES can accommodate any of the general time-reversible
(GTR) family of models and can model rate heterogeneity us-
ing a discrete approximation of the gamma distribution plus a
proportion of invariable sites. The GTRþ I model (where I
allows for the estimation of a proportion of invariable sites)
was selected for the sequence data set on the basis of hierarchical
likelihood ratio tests (Felsenstein 1985) using MODELTEST
(Posada and Crandall 1998) as implemented in HYPHY
(Kosakovsky-Pond et al. 2005). The binaryþ g (g ¼ 2) model
was used for indel characters, and the morphologyþ g (g ¼
2) model was used for categorical morphological and ana-
tomical characters (the continuous morphological characters
could not be used with MRBAYES). For each matrix parti-
tion, exploration of the posterior distribution of trees was con-
ducted using a single run of 3,000,000 generations and six chains.
After a burn-in of 500,000 generations, trees were sampled every
1000 generations for a total of 2500 trees. A total of two in-
dependent runs were conducted, one in which there were no
topological constraints and a second in which genera or simi-
lar groupings (as delimited in fig. 3 and app. B in the online
edition of the International Journal of Plant Sciences) were
constrained to be monophyletic. Bayesian clade support was
assessed via posterior probabilities, although we acknowl-
edge current controversy over the reliability of clade support
via posterior probabilities (Simmons et al. 2004; Pickett and
Randle 2005).
Congruence
Congruence between the individual plastid loci was evalu-
ated using the 264-taxon matrices by direct comparison be-
tween the strict consensus cladograms plus the bootstrap
values (parsimony) or majority-rule consensus cladograms of
the trees sampled from the posterior distribution (Bayesian
analyses) obtained from the analysis of each of the three sep-
arate loci. Instances of conflict could then be localized and
evaluated on the basis of bootstrap support or posterior prob-
abilities for the conflicting topology/topologies. The thresh-
old for bootstrap support was selected as 70%, below which
support was considered to be lacking. This value is more con-
servative than the 75% used by Chase et al. (2000). For Bayesian
comparisons, the threshold for support was arbitrarily selected
as 0.70, a very conservative measure given that posterior
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probabilities tend to be higher than the corresponding boot-
strap measures (Simmons et al. 2004; Pickett and Randle 2005).
Congruence between the cpDNA and morphology-based
data sets was assessed indirectly using the 297-taxon matri-
ces by direct comparison between the DNA-only cladograms
and the combined-evidence cladograms. Instances of conflict
were then localized and evaluated on the basis of parsimony
bootstrap support for the conflicting topology/topologies in
the DNA-only cladograms. If the combined-evidence topology
for a clade contradicted a well-supported DNA-only topology,
then it was deemed plausible that there was hard conflict be-
tween the relevant sequence characters and the morphological
or anatomical characters supporting alternative topologies or
clade composition.
Estimating Further Sequencing Effort Required
to Achieve 100% Resolution
A nucleotide removal simulation was conducted in order to
estimate the sequencing effort required to obtain a completely
resolved parsimony-based plastid phylogeny, since it was not
possible to achieve full resolution with the 6831 nucleotides
of the existing matrix. Using the master 264-taxon DNA-
only matrix (i.e., that for which all terminals had two of the
three loci sequenced), 19 additional matrices were derived,
each with the same taxa but with an increasing randomly se-
lected set of nucleotides removed. Using WINCLADA, data
matrices were produced using the ‘‘CHARS> Randomly se-
lect chars’’ plus ‘‘CHARS> Delete selected chars’’ combina-
tion of functions to remove (independently for each matrix)
5%, 10%, 15%, . . ., 90%, and 95% of the nucleotides from
(1) the complete matrix of 6831 nucleotides and (2) the com-
plete molecular matrix plus indel characters. Parsimony ratchet
analyses were then conducted and the resolution obtained in
each of the strict consensus trees calculated. The plotting of
the resolution obtained by each matrix, with and without in-
del characters coded, allowed for an inference of the rate at
which sequencing beyond the existing 6831 bp would increase
phylogenetic resolution toward the desired 100%. This ap-
proach assumes, of course, that additional sequence data will
be similarly variable to that already included. Since further
sequencing efforts could in principle be more directed and there-
fore efficient in achieving the resolution needed, our approach
may overestimate the additional sequencing effort needed.
Confidence in the Placement of Morphology-Only Taxa
The level of confidence in the placement of a species for
which DNA data were lacking (i.e., in the 317-taxon analy-
sis) was assessed through the following series of parsimony-
based experiments. Using the 297-taxon set, which is the sub-
set of terminals from the 317-taxon set that possessed DNA
data, we created 100 matrices, each with the sequences re-
moved from just one species. Each matrix was then reanalyzed
using parsimony to determine whether morphology alone was
able to place the species in the same position as in the origi-
nal combined-evidence tree. For the purposes of discussion,
this constitutes a ‘‘correct’’ placement. The frequency of correct
placements obtained here was interpreted generally as a rough
measure of confidence with which the 20 taxa lacking DNA
data in the 317-taxon analysis were placed. Similar experi-
ments with Bayesian analyses were not practical: on the basis
of our single unconstrained analysis of the 297-taxon com-
bined matrix, we estimate that 100 such analyses would take
ca. 18 mo of computer time.
Results
Topologies and Congruence
Molecular data: the 264-taxon set. Parsimony ratchet
analyses of the partitioned 264-taxon molecular data sets
yielded strict consensus trees that were 51%–77% resolved
(table 2). The atpB-rbcL locus provided the least amount of
resolution at 51%, followed by the trnL-F locus at 53%, and
then the matK-trnK locus at 77%. An initial indication of
their general congruence comes from the finding that overall
resolution and bootstrap support increase upon their combi-
nation in simultaneous analysis (table 2). Detailed compari-
son of the topologies obtained from each partitioned analysis
reveals also that these three plastid data sets are largely con-
gruent. However, there is conflict greater than or equal to
70% equal-weights bootstrap support with respect to the
placement of the following three taxa: Calopsis andreaeana,
Ischyrolepis elsieae, and Restio quinquefarius (fig. 1). Trees
from the Bayesian analyses mirror the parsimony analyses
with respect to these conflicts (results not shown).
Calopsis andreaeana is placed in the trnL-F and matK-trnK
trees near Calopsis filiformis in a clade with 10 other Calopsis
species at 71% (trnL-F; fig. 1B) and 99% (matK-trnK; fig.
1C). This conflicts with its placement in the atpB-rbcL tree
(C. andreaeana, Restio strictus, Restio triticeus; 91%; fig. 1A).
The placement of I. elsieae in the trnL-F tree (I. elsieae, Ischy-
rolepis karooica, Ischyrolepis laniger; 95%; fig. 1B) conflicts
with its placement in the matK-trnK tree (I. elsieae, Ischyrole-
pis ocreata; 99%; fig. 1C). These placements are uncontested
by the atpB-rbcL data set, which places I. elsieae as part of a
Table 2
Results of Partitioned Molecular Analyses: Resolution and Bootstrap Support
Data
Clades
possible
Clades in strict
consensus
Clades
70%
Clades
80%
Clades
90%
Clades
at 100%
atpB-rbcL 237 121 (51%) 58 48 25 0
trnL-F 237 125 (53%) 80 68 36 2
matK-trnK 237 183 (77%) 129 118 91 21
Combined DNA, excluding indels 237 197 (83%) 159 152 131 56
Combined DNA, with indels 237 205 (86%) 161 155 131 64
Note. Results reported for the Restio subclade only, using the 264-taxon set.
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large polytomy. The conflicting placement of R. quinquefarius
between the trnL-F tree ((R. quinquefarius, Restio similis)
(Restio debilis, Restio distans)) and matK-trnK tree (R. quin-
quefarius (R. similis (R. debilis, R. distans))) is a matter of root-
ing, since the unrooted trnL-F and matK-trnK topologies for
these four taxa are identical (fig. 1B, 1C).
Molecules versus morphology: the 297-taxon set. Because
of the general congruence among the three molecular data sets
(discussed further below), they were concatenated into one
combined matrix, allowing for the scaling up to the 297 taxa
represented by at least two of the three loci. Doing so in-
creased the sampling of Restio clade taxa from 237 to 272.
Parsimony and Bayesian analyses of the 297-taxon DNA-only
data set resolved a large number of the nodes possible for the
Restio clade, and these nodes are generally very well sup-
ported: parsimony resolved 84% of the total possible nodes in
the strict consensus, with 54% of the total possible nodes sup-
ported by 70% or more; Bayesian inference yielded 69% of
nodes with posterior probabilities of 1.0 and 89% at 0.50 or
higher (table 3). Analysis of randomly selected subsets of the
concatenated DNA matrix indicates that a minimum of ca.
5000–7000 or more additional bases may be required to achieve
the desired 100% resolution from a parsimony analysis (fig. 2).
The analysis of the 297-taxon matrix consisting of all mor-
phological and molecular characters resulted in increased res-
olution in every analysis (table 3). Out of 271 possible Restio
clade nodes, the addition of the total morphological data set
(including continuous characters) resulted in an increase of
37 resolved nodes to 265 (i.e., to 98% resolution). The boot-
strap support profile also increased at the 50%, 70%, and
100% thresholds while remaining generally stable or falling
slightly at 80% and 90% thresholds (table 3). As Bayesian
phylogeny programs do not yet implement models for contin-
uous characters, the addition of morphological characters for
Bayesian analysis was limited to categorical characters. Nev-
ertheless, this also resulted in an increase in resolution or sup-
port, namely posterior probabilities (table 3).
Of the 265 clades resolved from the parsimony analysis of
the 297-taxon combined matrix, 175 are identical in their
composition to DNA-only cladograms (see matrix plus tree
files at http://www.treebase.org), and the bootstrap support
for these clades generally remained high (table 3). Thirty-four
of the clades unique to the combined-evidence cladograms
are compatible with (i.e., do not contradict) the DNA-only clad-
ograms. These 34 clades represent instances in which the mor-
phological data provided additional evidence of relationships
that was lacking or insufficient in the DNA-only data set.
Thus, 209 of the 265 clades resolved in the combined analy-
sis are congruent with the DNA-only strict consensus clado-
gram. The remaining clades unique to the combined-evidence
cladograms conflict with the DNA-only cladograms with re-
spect to the placement of 34 lineages. Of these 34, 17 involve
localized conflicts in rooting; that is, the unrooted combined-
evidence topology of the subclade is identical to that of the
DNA-only topology. Of these rooting conflicts, six violate DNA-
only bootstrap support of 50%–74%, two violate support of
75%–84%, and one violates support of 85%. Of the 17 re-
maining conflicts, three violate DNA-only bootstrap support of
Fig. 1 Summary of conflict between the molecular partitions. Subtrees with conflicting taxon positions from strict consensus cladograms from
parsimony ratchet analysis of 264-taxon matrices. Bootstrap support percentages greater than 50% are shown above branches. A, atpB-rbcL
subtree containing Calopsis andreaeana, whose placement conflicts with that of trnL-trnF and matK-trnK. Entire strict consensus tree 80.2%
resolved. Most parsimonious tree (MPT) statistics as follows: length (L) ¼ 1090, consistency index CIð Þ ¼ 0:45, retention index RIð Þ ¼ 0:83. B,
trnL-trnF subtrees containing C. andreaeana, Restio quinquefarius, and Ischyrolepis elsieae, whose placements conflict with those of either atpB-
rbcL and/or matK-trnK. Entire strict consensus tree 79.5% resolved. MPT statistics as follows: L ¼ 975, CI ¼ 0:48, RI ¼ 0:86. C, matK-trnK
subtrees containing C. andreaeana, R. quinquefarius, and I. elsieae, whose placements conflict with those of either atpB-rbcL and/or trnL-trnF.
Entire strict consensus tree 95% resolved. MPT statistics as follows: L ¼ 2494, CI ¼ 0:45, RI ¼ 0:85.
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50%–74%, two violate support of 75%–84%, and 11 violate
support of 85%. Given that these ranges represent bootstrap
support considered by convention (Chase et al. 2000) to be
weak, moderate, and strong, respectively, 12–16 of the nodes
unique to the combined analysis may be considered incon-
gruent with inferences based on DNA-only.
Placing Species for Which DNA Data Are Lacking
The addition of the 20 Restio clade species and subspecies
for which DNA data were completely lacking (table 1) resulted
in a new combined matrix comprising 317 taxa, which in-
cluded a complete (i.e., 292-taxon) representation of the Restio
clade. Parsimony analysis of the combined data matrix yielded
a strict consensus tree in which 281 (97%) out of a possible
291 nodes were resolved (fig. 3A). Morphology-only taxa
were resolved by parsimony as members of the 15 genera or
analogous groupings also resolved from the subset 297-taxon
analyses and labeled in figure 3A. These placements are ex-
pected from previously understood taxonomic affinities based
on morphological characteristics (Linder 2004), with one excep-
tion: Ischyrolepis fuscidula was resolved as sister to Staberoha,
a position far removed from the monophyletic remainder
of Ischyrolepis (fig. 3A). Placement of the morphology-only
taxa was decidedly more difficult using the baseline (uncon-
strained) Bayesian analysis: such taxa generally were not
placed in expected genera and generally had a ‘‘destabilizing’’
effect reflected by the overall decreased support for otherwise
strongly supported clades (i.e., genera) from the 297-taxon
analyses (see matrices and tree files at http://www.treebase
.org). Suspecting that this result may have been an artifact of
insufficient exploration of tree space, we surveyed the initial
posterior distribution of trees and confirmed that most of
these generic groupings had not been explored. A second run
in which the monophyly of these generic groups was con-
strained resulted in a distribution of trees that, despite their
differences, could not be distinguished on the basis of log-
likelihood values of the trees sampled at stationarity from
Table 3
Effects of Adding Morphological Data to the Combined
Molecular Data Set: Resolution and Support for
Both Parsimony and Bayesian Analysis
Clades DNA
DNA þ
morphologicalcategorical
DNA þ
morphologicaltotal
Parsimony:
Total possible 271 271 271
In strict consensus 228 233 265
50% 171 174 199
70% 147 121 153
80% 132 100 127
90% 113 73 100
At 100% 37 41 58
Bayesian:
Total possible 271 271
In strict consensus NA NA
.50 242 261
.75 229 238
.85 222 227
.95 210 217
At 1.0 187 193
Note. Results reported for Restio subclade, using the 297-taxon analyses.
Bayesian phylogeny programs do not yet implement models for quantitative char-
acters, and so the 15 quantitative characters in our morphological data set were
excluded from the combined Bayesian analysis. NA ¼ not applicable.
Fig. 2 Simulated ‘‘average’’ increase in strict consensus resolution
with increasing number of nucleotides sequenced, with and without
indels being coded. Trendlines were fit to the data using the logarith-
mic fit function in Microsoft Excel. This demonstrates that resolution
is not a linear function of sequencing effort. Instead, a diminishing rate
of return is evident and suggests that 100% resolution may require at
least double the nucleotides already sequenced for the Restio clade.
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those of the unconstrained analysis (fig. 4). In lieu of further
analysis, we pooled these two runs, and the resulting majority-
rule consensus tree (fig. 3B) has 255 nodes (i.e., 88%) resolved
at posterior probabilities of 0.50 and 116 nodes (i.e., 40%) at
0.95. On the basis of this tree, we do not reject the placement
of these morphology-only taxa into the same logical generic
groupings as in the parsimony analysis or as expected on the ba-
sis of morphological or taxonomic affinity.
Within the parsimony framework, results of the experiments
to determine the confidence with which morphology alone
was able to place species or subspecific taxa allow for reason-
able confidence that species lacking sequence data were placed
‘‘correctly’’ to genus or a similarly ranked clade (as named in
fig. 3) 96% of the time. Confidence in sister group place-
ments, however, is much more limited: correct sister place-
ments were achieved 30% of the time, to within three nodes
60% of the time, and to within 10 nodes 90% of the time
(fig. 5). In 4% of the cases, correct placements were among
the set of optimal cladograms but, because of collapse in the
strict consensus cladogram, were not possible to determine.
Fig. 3 Results of 317-taxon tree searches. Genera or similar groupings are marked by labeled callouts to the left of each cladogram, whereas
for clarity, morphology-only species are the only labeled terminal taxa on the right of each cladogram. A, Strict consensus from combined
parsimony analysis. Most parsimonious tree statistics: L ¼ 9847:730, RI ¼ 0:76, CI ¼ 0:28. Below group names, the numbers not in parentheses
are bootstrap support percentages for the group as recovered from the 317-taxon bootstrap analysis, whereas those in parentheses are the support
values obtained for the same group from the 297-taxon analysis. B, Majority-rule consensus phylogram taken from the posterior distribution of
trees (i.e., the set of trees sampled after stationarity in log likelihoods had been reached) from the combined unconstrained plus genus-constrained
Bayesian analyses; since half of these trees came from the generic-grouping-constrained analysis, genera or groups marked in figs. 3 and 6 that are
supported by probabilities of exactly 0.50 were not sampled in the unconstrained analysis, whereas those supported by 0.75 or higher were also
recovered with at least 0.50 probability in the unconstrained analysis. The trees in this figure are not directly comparable because the Bayesian
analysis could not include the continuous morphological characters.
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For trials that were resolved, nonmolecular data alone were
able to place a species to within a median of two nodes of the
correct position (fig. 5).
Discussion
A Total Evidence Assessment of the Major Groups
and the Taxonomic Implications
All analyses resolved the basal split in the African Restiona-
ceae to be that between the Willdenowia clade (Eldena¨s and
Linder 2000) and the Restio clade (fig. 6). Sampling of the Will-
denowia clade (just 23 of 61 species) is too poor to make any
robust inferences of relationships within this clade.
Within the Restio clade, there is general support for the 15
groups labeled in figures 3 and 6 (for the complete species list-
ing, see app. B). Five of these groups correspond precisely to
the genera Ischyrolepis, Rhodocoma, Staberoha, and Thamno-
chortus sensu Linder (2004) and Elegia sensu Moline and Lin-
der (2005).
Platycaulos (8 spp.), Calopsis (24 spp.), and Restio (89
spp.) sensu Linder (2004) are not monophyletic (fig. 3; see also
app. A, B). Platycaulos would be monophyletic upon the in-
clusion of a putative clade of four extra-Cape Restio species
Fig. 4 Results of Bayesian analyses of the 317-taxon combined data set, demonstrating the similarity in log-likelihood values of trees sampled
from the separate unconstrained and genus-constrained analyses. These plots are used in support of combining the results of both analyses for the
purposes of discussion in this article as well as for indicating that each separate analysis was not as thorough as it could have been in its exploration
of the posterior distribution of trees.
Fig. 5 Results of parsimony experiments to determine the frequency with which morphology alone will place a taxon ‘‘correctly,’’ with a
placement being correct if it is the same as the placement of that same species when morphology plus DNA is used.
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(i.e., Restio galpinii, Restio mahonii, Restio mlanjiensis, and
Restio quartziticola), all of which share morphological syn-
apomorphies with Platycaulos (i.e., dorsiventrally compressed
culms and persistently green sheaths with prominent awns).
Eighty-two of the remaining 85 species of Restio fall out in
five clades that are collectively of polyphyletic origin: Restio
2, Restio 3, and Restio 4 consist exclusively of Restio species,
whereas Restio 1 and Restio 5 include a minority of Calopsis
species (fig. 3; see also http://www.treebase.org). The remain-
ing three Restios were resolved as follows: (1) Restio ambi-
guus as sister to the rest of the Restio clade and (2) Restio
quadratus and Restio tetragonus comprise a clade with Calo-
psis paniculata (Calopsis 1 in fig. 3). Aside from those afore-
mentioned, the remaining species of Calopsis belong to the
clades Calopsis 2 and Calopsis 3 (fig. 3).
The findings of nonmonophyly and of the complexity of
relationships between Restio and Calopsis are not surprising,
since the distinction between these two superficially similar
genera had long been suspect (Linder 1984, 1991). The two
are generally distinguished with reference to the unilocular,
indehiscent fruit of Calopsis and the trilocular, dehiscent fruit
of Restio. However, this distinction does not hold for all Restio
species, and because of substantial morphological variability,
it had not been at all clear that Calopsis itself is monophyletic
(Linder 1984, 1991, 2004). Reduction in locule number oc-
curred numerous times in the Restionaceae (Linder 1992) and
Fig. 6 Summary of relationships among the major lineages of African Restionaceae, emphasizing those genera or similarly ranked clades in the
Restio clade (i.e., that which is sister to the Willdenowia clade). A, Summarized from the Bayesian analysis of DNA and combined categorical
character data for the 297-taxon set (the Bayesian majority-rule consensus tree for the 317-taxon combined data set and the parsimony strict
consensus tree for the 297-taxon DNA-only analysis, though less resolved, are compatible with this tree). Parsimony bootstrap percentages above
the branches, posterior probabilities shown below the branches from left to right as follows: (1) 297-taxon DNA-only, (2) 297-taxon combined
data, and (3), in parentheses, the 317-taxon combined data matrix when different from the 297-taxon combined analysis results. NA ¼ not
applicable because of the given branch being unresolved in the respective consensus tree. B, From the parsimony analysis of combined categorical
plus continuous data (bootstrap support values without parentheses are those from the 297-taxon set; those with parentheses are from the 317-
taxon set when different from those of the 297-taxon set).
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as such is not a reliable character. The monophyly of Restio,
with or without Calopsis, had also long been questioned. As
noted by Linder (1984, 1991), Restio was recognized on the
basis of symplesiomorphic character states, and the genus in
its current circumscription is largely a relict of the once much
larger Restio recognized by Pillans (1928), after clear segre-
gate genera were removed (Linder 1984, 1991). Most of the
89 species currently attributed to Restio can be grouped into
sections, but the frequent occurrence of intermediate forms
and the lack of any species-level phylogenetic hypothesis for
the genus had prevented a determination of the appropriate
limits for the genus. If distinctive segregate genera such as Is-
chyrolepis, Platycaulos, Rhodocoma, and Thamnochortus are
to be maintained, the most conservative cladistically correct
nomenclatural changes based on the current study would be
to restrict the name Restio to the species of the clade Restio 5
in which the type resides (fig. 3 and matrices plus tree files
at http://www.treebase.org). This is a somewhat diverse clade
diagnosable only by a large combination of morphological char-
acter states (H. P. Linder, in preparation). The name Calopsis
(currently referring to 24 spp.) would be restricted to the small
clade Calopsis 1 (fig. 3) including the type, Calopsis paniculata,
and R. tetragonus and R. quadratus on the basis of their
shared large stature, general habit, and features of the inflores-
cence (Linder 2004). This would be entirely appropriate, since
‘‘Calopsis’’ means ‘‘looking beautiful,’’ an apt descriptor for
these handsome tall plants but not for most of the remaining
species currently ascribed to Calopsis. New names would have
to be applied to the remaining Restio and Calopsis clades.
These clades received very strong bootstrap and posterior sup-
port values, yet they are diagnosable only through recourse to
complex combinations of morphological character states.
Partitioned Analyses: Minor Conflict among
General Congruence
Interlocus conflict. As described above, the extent of inter-
locus conflict was that with respect to the placement of the
following three taxa: Calopsis andreaeana, Ischyrolepis el-
sieae, and Restio quinquefarius (fig. 1). Regarding the place-
ment of C. andreaeana, the total combined analysis, the total
molecular analysis, as well as the separate trnL-F and matK-
trnK analyses are consistent with taxonomic-morphological
evidence (Linder 2004) in placing this species near Calopsis
filiformis in the clade Calopsis 5 (figs. 3, 6), as opposed to the
clade Restio 5 as indicated by the atpB-rbcL analysis. We
therefore tentatively accept C. andreaeana’s membership in
Calopsis 5.
Regarding the placement of Ischyrolepis elsieae, all analyses
find it to belong to Ischyrolepis; however, the total combined
analysis, combined molecular analysis, as well as matK-trnK
and atpB-rbcL are consistent or compatible with taxonomic-
morphological evidence placing it as sister to or near Ischyro-
lepis ocreata (Linder 2004). The placement of this species by
trnL-F as closer to Ischyrolepis karooica and Ischyrolepis la-
niger than to I. ocreata is clearly the weaker hypothesis, which
we therefore reject. The conflicting placement of R. quinquefar-
ius between the trnL-F tree ((R. quinquefarius, Restio similis)
(Restio debilis, Restio distans)) and matK-trnK tree (R. quin-
quefarius (R. similis (R. debilis, R. distans))) is a minor matter
of rooting, since the unrooted trnL-F and matK-trnK topologies
for these four taxa are identical (fig. 1B, 1C), and its member-
ship in the clade Restio 4 (figs. 3, 6) is not contradicted.
Phylogenetic conflict between orthologous plastid loci was
not expected because of their being part of the same circular
DNA molecule that is usually inherited uniparentally and is
free from intermolecular recombination (Olmstead and Palmer
1994). As such, the conflict may be attributed to any of the
following: (1) incorrect sequence labeling, (2) phylogenetic in-
ference error due to stochastically based molecular evolution-
ary biases between the three loci (e.g., Sanderson et al. 2000),
or (3) mistaken orthology (e.g., nuclear or mitochondrial pa-
ralogs [Cummings et al. 2003] or incorrect alignment). We
cannot distinguish between these possibilities here; however,
exclusion of these taxa from further analysis did not appear to
be warranted for the following reasons. First, their inclusion
in a combined molecular matrix did not affect relationships
elsewhere in the cladogram; that is, the combined molecular
phylogeny was nearly equally resolved and is 100% compati-
ble with the phylogeny from which they were excluded (data
not shown). Thus, their inclusion in a combined analysis
should not have affected our confidence in the remainder of the
consensus cladogram, yet it did allow for any locus-specific
biases or errors to be reconciled in favor of the preponderance
of evidence (Nixon and Carpenter 1996). Second, as discussed
above on a case-by-case basis, the position of these three taxa
in the combined molecular phylogeny was in agreement with
morphology-based taxonomic conclusions as well as the major-
ity of the partitioned data sets.
Conflict between molecules and morphology. As de-
scribed above, the addition of morphology to the molecular
matrix generally increased both support and resolution, and
the resulting combined-evidence phylogeny is largely congru-
ent with the molecular phylogeny: just 12–16 of the nodes
unique to the combined analysis may be considered incon-
gruent with inferences based on DNA-only and are therefore
areas where further investigation into the sources of conflict
is warranted. Future effort to resolve this conflict should be
aimed at acquiring a strongly supported nuclear gene phylog-
eny. We suspect, however, that most of the readers of this
article will find the method by which congruence between mol-
ecules and morphology was assessed here to be of primary
interest, and so we expand on it below.
Our approach was not to compare molecular and mor-
phology trees directly but to investigate the impact that the
addition of the morphological data set had on the otherwise
strongly supported plastid phylogeny. Alternative methods
for assessing congruence were not appropriate for the follow-
ing reasons. First, statistical tests of data congruence (i.e., non-
tree-based tests such as the incongruence length difference test
of Farris et al. [1994]) have been shown to be misleading (i.e.,
high levels of Type I error) when one of the data sets has
many fewer, especially homoplasious characters, as is the case
with our morphological data set (Dolphin et al. 2000). Addi-
tionally, topology-(tree)-based evaluations of congruence (like
the approach taken above with the molecular data sets) are
useful when it can be demonstrated that the conflicting topol-
ogies are each supported by high bootstrap or posterior prob-
ability values in their respective trees. However, this was not
possible with the overall poorly supported morphology-based
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topology: 74% of the clades lack bootstrap support (<50%),
and the median support is 8% (tree not shown).
On Resolving Species-Level Phylogenies
Highly resolved and well-supported phylogenies for com-
pletely sampled, large clades may generally be difficult to
achieve, even with a moderate to large amount of sequence
data. In fact, our experience with the African Restionaceae
points toward the reality of a diminishing rate of return in
phylogenetic resolution with increased sequencing effort. Al-
though the additional scoring of indel characters may increase
the resolving efficiency of a molecular data set, that increase
can still be small, and for the African Restionaceae, it is possi-
ble that substantial improvements (e.g., increasing parsimony
resolution to 95%–100%) may still require doubling the amount
of nucleotides at minimum (fig. 2). While our attempts to
identify and successfully sequence additional, more rapidly
evolving (including nuclear) loci were not successful, the suc-
cessful addition of such loci could theoretically improve the
efficacy of further sequencing effort. However, in either sce-
nario, we suggest that the relationship between sequencing ef-
fort and resolution will generally be nonlinear, and negatively
so. The extent to which this nonlinear relationship between
sequencing effort and resolution will be prohibitive depends
on the interplay between the size of the clade to be sequenced,
the rate at which DNA sequencing technologies improve and
their costs decline, plus the financial and human resources
available to a lab.
In light of these findings, exploration of the phylogenetic
utility of the existing morphological data seemed worthwhile,
and doing so with just 153 morphological characters increased
parsimony resolution in the African Restionaceae to within
the 95%–100% range, and Bayesian support increased in all
categories (table 3). Although the increase in support associ-
ated with the addition of morphological characters was not
proportional to the increase in resolution in every part of the
phylogeny, the increases in both resolution and overall sup-
port clearly contradict the recent supposition by Scotland
et al. (2003, p. 543) that morphology offers no ‘‘hope for the
future to resolve phylogeny at lower or higher taxonomic levels.’’
Scotland et al. (2003, p. 545) also suggest that ‘‘much of the
useful morphological diversity has already been scrutinized’’
and will generally be of little or no use to provide further phy-
logenetic resolution. In the context of phylogeny reconstruc-
tion, however, one must equate ‘‘scrutinized’’ with ‘‘analyzed
cladistically.’’ In that sense, it seems fair to acknowledge that
data on par with those in the Restio DELTA data set have
rarely been analyzed cladistically at such a fine scale for such
a large clade. In fact, it has only recently become possible to
analyze such variable or continuous data alongside discrete
data within a parsimony framework (i.e., TNT), and only re-
cently has it become possible to analyze sequence data simul-
taneously with binary and multistate nonsequence data within
a likelihood or Bayesian framework (i.e., MRBAYES: Ron-
quist and Huelsenbeck 2003; BAYESPHYLOGENIES: Pagel
and Meade 2004). We therefore disagree with Scotland et al.
and rather concur with Poe and Wiens (2000, pp. 33–34) that
much more morphological variation could be included in phy-
logenetic analyses than is currently used. In fact, common ob-
jections to the use of many morphological characters on the
basis of their being highly polymorphic or continuous may
not be warranted. For example, Wiens and Hollingsworth
(2000) and Smith and Gutberlet (2001) have shown that even
highly polymorphic characters can contribute positively to
cladistic structure. Furthermore, although continuously vari-
able characters are generally excluded (Pimentel and Riggins
1987; Cranston and Humphries 1988) or variously recoded as
categorical in phylogenetic analyses (Archie 1985; Thiele 1993;
Rae 1998), there is no compelling reason for their exclusion
or their coding into discrete states (Farris 1970; Felsenstein
1988). To be sure, the empirical framework presented here
demonstrates that continuous characters can be phylogeneti-
cally useful (i.e., they increased both resolution and support
when added to the molecular matrix; table 3). Currently pos-
sible only with parsimony (i.e., TNT), perhaps future likeli-
hood or Bayesian programs also will allow for the combination
of continuous and categorical data, since it is theoretically
possible (Felsenstein 2004). In any event, our results confirm
that both categorical and continuous morphological charac-
ters can indeed contribute positively to cladistic structure and
support.
On Completing Species-Level Phylogenies
The complete sampling required for species-level phyloge-
netics is often difficult to achieve, particularly for large clades.
Reasons for this may include technical problems such as the
occurrence of species-specific inhibitors to PCR or simply the
inability to locate living populations as a result of their being
inaccessible, temporally unavailable, or very recently extinct.
While in some taxa it is possible to fill these gaps with DNA
from museum specimens, this will not be possible for all taxa.
Although molecular data will necessarily retain a central
role in generating robust species phylogenies, we have shown
that morphological data can be useful in completing species
phylogenies. While recent emphasis has been on morphology’s
important role in placing fossil species in phylogenies (Nixon
1996; Crane et al. 2004; Wiens 2004), we believe that a more
usual role for morphology could be to complete DNA-based
phylogenies that are otherwise incomplete as a result of the
failure to obtain adequate DNA data from some extant spe-
cies (Wiens 2004).
Indeed, this is the situation with our molecular phylogeny
of the Restio clade, currently incomplete at 94% extant spe-
cies sampling. Our parsimony and, to a lesser degree, Bayes-
ian analyses were able to place the remaining 18 species and
two subspecific taxa with precision into highly resolved phy-
logenies on the basis of just 138–153 morphological characters
(fig. 3). This feat attests to the potentially high information
content of multistate and supermultistate (including continu-
ous) morphological characters. However, precision of place-
ment does not necessarily equate with accuracy, and our
results are mixed regarding the efficacy of morphology alone
to confidently place species. Within the Bayesian framework,
our results suggest that morphology-only taxa can be difficult
to place decisively with such large and complex data sets, po-
tentially requiring much further exploration of the posterior
probability distribution through increasing the number of chains,
generations, and even runs in programs such as MRBAYES.
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That said, the parsimony-based ‘‘nucleotide removal’’ simula-
tions enabled an assessment of placement accuracy potentially
free of the confounding effects of analytical or computational
obstacles and showed that detailed species-level morphologi-
cal data were generally able to place species correctly to genus
or a similarly ranked clade. Questions for which this level of
precision will generally suffice include the appropriate circum-
scription of genera (perhaps even subgenera) and higher clades
for taxonomic studies, placing fossil taxa to constrain age esti-
mates in molecular dating studies and topological approaches
(e.g., tree symmetry; Felsenstein 2004) to analyzing diversifi-
cation rates. It is not uncommon to find in the literature ‘‘nearly
complete’’ DNA-based phylogenies employed to address these
same or similar questions (e.g., Lecompte et al. 2002; Beardsley
et al. 2004; Beier et al. 2004). Completing these phylogenies
through the use of morphological matrices is one way to in-
crease the potential informativeness of such studies. The capac-
ity of morphology for more accurate and precise resolutions
(such as those required for determining sister relationships or
ancestral states among closely related species) will vary between
clades and with the quality the morphological data set (Kellogg
and Watson 1993; Wiens 2004). Although our Restionaceae
findings limit ‘‘placement confidence’’ for morphology to within
a few to several nodes of the ‘‘correct’’ position, there are other
empirical as well as simulation studies indicating greater levels
of confidence are possible (Wiens 2004 and references therein).
A Renaissance of Morphology and Its Implications for
Species-Level Phylogenetics
The systematics community is in the midst of a renaissance
of morphology fueled not by the subdiscipline of phylogenetics
but by the widening distribution of interactive key technology
and burgeoning informatics initiatives such as USDA PLANTS
(http://plants.usda.gov), Morphbank (http://www.morphbank
.net), Encyclopedia of Life (http://www.eol.org), and Discover-
Life (http://www.discoverlife.org). The impending landslide of
morphological data will, as morphology always has, serve to
facilitate species identification, diagnosis, and discovery. The
large morphological data sets that result from such initiatives
also can, as we have shown, be convenient yet powerful addi-
tions to molecular data sets when solutions are sought by phy-
logeneticists for the common problems of poor resolution or
support (particularly among closely related species), incom-
plete taxon sampling, and the placement of fossil taxa. The
multistate and supermultistate (including continuous) charac-
ters that come with, or are derived from, such data sets are those
that have traditionally been transformed (i.e., ‘‘discretized’’) or
rejected by phylogeneticists for philosophical reasons or software
limitations. However, the empirical demonstrations of the effi-
cacy of such characters here and elsewhere, along with the recent
software innovations for their handling, should prompt fur-
ther exploration of such data and methods for their integra-
tion with molecular data in phylogenetic studies.
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